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Figure 129, taken from a photograph obtained by Larsen, of Chicago, and kindly lent for use here by the Smithsonian Institution, shows another series of sequent discharges similar to those of Fig. 131, except that in this case there was no ribbon discharge. The time of the whole discharge, as calculated by Larsen, was 0.315 second. Here, too, side branches occur with the first, b^rimTy"lhea"first, discharge. This, however, is not an invariable rule, for, occasionally, as illustrated by Fig. 132, copied from a published photograph by Walter, the side branches persist through two or three of the first successive discharges, but not through all. In such case, each tributary, when repeated, follows, as does the main stream, its own original channel.
The phenomenon of sequent discharges, all along the same path, and the disappearance of the side branches with, or quickly after, the first discharge, both seem reasonably „ The first discharge, however produced,.obviously takes place against very great resistance, and; therefore, under conditions the most favorable for the occurrence" of side branches, or ramifications. But the discharge itself leaves the air along its path temporarily highly ionized, puts a temporary line conductor, with here and there a poorer conducting branch, in the atmosphere. This
conductor is not only temporary (half the ions are reunited in about QJjLsecond, the air being dusty1) but also so extremely fragile as to be liable to rupture, by the violent disturbances, both explosive and of other types to be discussed later, it, itself, creates in the atmosphere. Because, partly, perhaps, of just such interruptions, and because, also, of the volume distribution of the electricity which prevents a sudden and complete discharge, the actual discharge is divided into a number of partials that occur sequently. Obviously, the breaks in the conducting (ionized) path, if they exist, are only here and there, and but little more than sufficient to interrupt the flow. Hence the next discharge, if it occurs quickly, must follow the conducting and, therefore, original discharge path. Besides, in the subsequent discharges, the original side 1 RUTHERFORD, Phil. Mag., 44; 430, 1897.
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FIG. 132.—Streak lightning (sequent discharges), rotating camera.    (Walter.)

